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By systematic investigations of the magnetic, transport, and thermodynamic properties of single
crystals of EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 (0  x  1), we explore the complex interplay of superconductivity and
Eu2þ magnetism. Below 30 K, two magnetic transitions are observed for all P substituted crystals,
suggesting a revision of the phase diagram. In addition to the canted A-type antiferromagnetic order of
Eu2þ at 20 K, a spin glass transition is discovered at lower temperatures. Most remarkably, the reentrant
spin glass state of EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 coexists with superconductivity around x  0:2.
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The interplay of magnetism and superconductivity is
one of the central topics in contemporary condensed matter
research. On one hand, their antagonism has been known
for a century; on the other hand, superconductivity was
found to be closely linked to magnetism, for example, in
strongly correlated heavy fermion compounds or high-Tc
cuprates as well as in the recently found iron-based pnictide or chalcogenide superconductors [1–4]. In the latter
families, systems containing magnetic rare earth elements
such as the pnictide superconductor parent compounds
CeFeAsO as well as EuFe2 As2 are of particular interest,
as (besides the spin density wave in the FeAs layers) they
develop an additional magnetic order of local moments at
low temperatures [5–9]. In the case of CeFeAsO, Ce3þ
antiferromagnetism appears at 4 K, whereas EuFe2 As2
orders at 19 K with an A-type antiferromagnetic structure with the Eu2þ moments being aligned ferromagnetically along the a axis and antiferromagnetically along the c
axis. EuFe2 As2 variants are especially fascinating since,
despite the proximity of the magnetic and the superconductivity phases observed at rather high temperatures,
there is little variation of their transition temperatures Tm
and Tc;max , respectively. For instance, electron doped
EuðFe1x Cox Þ2 As2 [10], hole doped Kx Eu1x Fe2 As2
[11], chemically pressurized EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 [12–14],
or EuðFe1x Rux Þ2 As2 [15], as well as EuFe2 As2 under
hydrostatic pressure [16,17], were found to exhibit superconductivity with Tc;max between 20 and 30 K and simultaneously magnetic order with Tm between 10 and 20 K.
However, up to now, there is neither a clear picture of how
superconductivity can coexist with the strong Eu2þ magnetism nor a consensus on the magnetic order in the superconducting phase.
Here, we report our systematic study of the superconducting and magnetic properties of a complete set of
EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 (x ¼ 0, 0.055, 0.09, 0.12, 0.16, 0.165,
0.17, 0.26, 0.35, 0.39, 1) single crystals using dc and ac
0031-9007=13=110(23)=237002(5)

magnetization, dc resistivity, and heat capacity measurements. Crystals were prepared and analyzed according to
standard procedures [18]. Magnetization data are taken in
different modes: either during cooling in an applied field
[field cooled cooling (FCC)] or while warming up after the
specimen has been cooled in zero field [zero field cooling
(ZFC)] or with a magnetic field applied [field cooled
heating (FCH)]. For all P substituted specimens, we detect
two consecutive magnetic transitions separated by 1:5 K &
T & 10 K, requiring a revision of the phase diagram of
EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 . Magnetic ordering at a higher temperature is associated with predominant antiferromagnetic
interlayer coupling, probably canted A-type antiferromagnetism, whereas the second transition at lower temperatures is identified as a spin glasslike transition evidenced
by characteristic frequency dependence and thermal
hysteresis effects. We conclude that the development of
superconductivity is supported by the decoupling of the
magnetic Eu2þ layers in the glass phase, which could be
the key to understanding the interplay of superconductivity
and rare earth magnetism.
EuFe2 P2 .—The magnetic properties of polycrystalline
EuFe2 P2 samples have been already investigated by
Mössbauer, specific heat and magnetization measurements
[19], and neutron powder diffraction [20]. Whereas Ryan
et al. interpreted their neutron diffraction data in terms of a
single phase ferromagnetic transition at 30 K, Feng et al.
reported a broad smeared heat capacity anomaly. In analogy to the magnetic behavior of EuðFe0:89 Co0:11 Þ2 As2 [10],
they tentatively analyzed their data in terms of a ferromagnetic and a subsequent ‘‘possible helimagnetic ordering.’’
Figure 1 shows the in-plane (Hkab) magnetic behavior
of our EuFe2 P2 single crystal [21]. In a very small probing
field of 2 G, two consecutive magnetic transitions can be
clearly resolved in the ZFC and FCC dc magnetic susceptibility. A sharp peak at T1  29 K is followed by an
upturn starting at T2  27:7 K, leading to a second peak
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FIG. 1 (color online). Hkab magnetization of EuFe2 P2 .
(a) The ZFC (black open squares) and FCC (orange dots) curves
at 2 G show two consecutive magnetic transitions T1 and T2 ,
with a strong hysteresis at T < T2 (upper panel). The transition
at T2 is completely suppressed with 0 H ¼ 500 G (lower
panel). (b) The heat capacity for our single crystal (purple filled
diamonds) and for polycrystalline EuFe2 P2 [24] (open dark blue
stars) shows a broad feature covering the two magnetic transitions. (c) ZFC magnetization for 500 G, 0.1 T, 0.3 T, 0.5 T, and
1 T. T1 decreases with increasing external field, also depicted in
the inset. (d) Magnetic hysteresis sets in at T < T2 , visible in
dc;FCC  dc;ZFC > 0 (filled green stars) (0 H ¼ 2 G). Time
dependence for T < T2 is revealed by FC cycling, visible in
dc;FCH  dc;FCC < 0 (open pink diamonds) and (e) timedependent magnetization after ZFC cooling (0 H ¼ 2 G;
open pink circles, 27.5 K; closed blue squares, 25 K; dark blue
line, fit of 25 K data). (f) Frequency dependence in ac susceptibility 0ac ðTÞ and 00ac ðTÞ (no dc field; ac drive amplitude 1 G;
0.1 Hz, dark grey open triangles; 100 Hz, filled brown dots) also
sets in below T2 . (g) Vogel-Fulcher fit of the peak below T2
in 00ac ðTÞ.

at 27 K in the ZFC magnetization [see Fig. 1(a)].
Whereas the transition at T1 exhibits no thermal hysteresis,
the second transition at T2 is characterized by a pronounced ZFC-FCC hysteresis which vanishes if a larger
dc magnetic field (Hkab) is applied. It can be finally suppressed for fields above 500 G. Increasing the field even
higher shifts the peak at T1 down [see Fig. 1(c)], and at
around 1 T, the peak has completely disappeared. Note that
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a broad shoulder develops at 0:3 T, which for EuFe2 As2
was interpreted as due to a metamagnetic transition [6].
Specific heat measurements on the single crystal show a
sharp peak at T1 with a broad shoulder at lower temperatures, consistent with the width of the anomaly for polycrystalline samples reported in Ref. [19], and prove that
both transitions are bulk properties. In order to get more
insight into the character of the second transition at T2 , we
studied in detail its thermal hysteresis and frequency dependence by ac magnetization measurements. Figure 1(d)
displays the differences between the ZFC, FCC, and FCH
susceptibilities for an in-plane field of 2 G. The thermal
hysteresis is visible in the ZFC-FCC splitting at T < T2 .
Repeated FCC and FCH cycles (heating or cooling rates
0:2 K= min) revealed a very slow time dependence of the
magnetization below T2 , leading to a growth of the magnetization and consequently a negative difference of FCH 
FCC. The time dependence of the magnetization below T2
is also visible in the time dependence of the ZFC magnetization, which after some rapid initial increase grows
exponentially [see Fig. 1(e)] with a relaxation time of
2200 s, in good agreement with other (reentrant) spin
glass systems [23]. The time dependence of the magnetization also becomes apparent in the frequency-dependent
real and imaginary components of the ac susceptibility 0ac
and 00ac , as depicted in Fig. 1(f). Below T2 , a peak appears in
both components (0ac 5000ac ), which shifts to a higher
temperature with increasing frequency following a VogelFulcher behavior [see Fig. 1(g)]. We can rule out any relation
of the time and frequency dependence to flux line lattice
dynamics since EuFe2 P2 is far off from any proposed superconducting phase [12,13].
Until now, magnetic ordering at higher P concentrations in polycrystalline and single crystalline samples
of EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 was assigned to ferromagnetism
[12,13,24]. Spin canting with a ferromagnetic net
component along the c axis has been concluded from
Mössbauer and magnetization measurements on mixed
EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 samples [22,24]. Measurements on
polycrystalline samples [13,24], however, are not able to
allow conclusions about possible antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling, and measurements on single crystals of
EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 [12] failed to reveal two separate magnetic transitions and their different thermal hysteretic
behavior because of too coarse temperature steps. In view
of the shape of the MðTÞ anomaly at T1 [see Fig. 1(b)], we
suggest that the Eu2þ moments in EuFe2 P2 order rather with
a canted A-type antiferromagnetic structure [25] with the
spin components being ferromagnetically aligned along the c
axis. Additionally, below T2 , we detect a second phase
transition with glassy character which we associate to
the ordering of the in-plane components of the Eu2þ
moments. The development of a glassy phase below a
magnetic phase transition, commonly referred to as reentrant
spin glass [23,26–30], indicates a competition between
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antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic spin exchange
interactions in the system. In the case of EuFe2 P2 , the antiferromagnetic Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
interlayer coupling competes with the ferromagnetic intralayer interactions of the spins. In fact, density functional
theory-based calculations revealed a very small energy difference of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic ground
states for EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 [12]. We therefore suggest that,
in EuFe2 P2 , competition between ferro- and antiferromagnetism causes glassy freezing of spin components in the ab
plane at T2 and a decoupling of the magnetic Eu layers. Such
a freezing of transverse magnetic compounds following long
range magnetic order which has set in is consistent with mean
field theoretical calculations for a reentrant spin glass [31].
Our conclusions are not only supported by the timedependent magnetization behavior at T < T2 but also by
the development of MðTÞ with external fields: by application
of a magnetic field of 500 G along the ab plane, the energy
barrier between different equilibrium states can be overcome,
the glass transition is suppressed, and the temperaturedependent magnetization resembles that of EuFe2 As2 .
This interpretation is consistent with the neutron powder
diffraction studies by Ryan et al. [20], as those are not
sensitive to the freezing of the small in-plane spin component, as long as the ferromagnetic spin component along the c
axis still exists.
EuFe2 ðAs0:835 P0:165 Þ2 .—In order to study the complex
interplay of magnetism and superconductivity in mixed
As-P samples, we have investigated in detail the magnetic
and superconducting properties of a single crystal of
EuFe2 ðAs0:835 P0:165 Þ2 . The in-plane electrical resistivity
[see Fig. 2(a)] proves the onset of superconductivity at

 22 K indicated by a steep initial decrease of the
Tc;on
resistivity. Zooming into the transition reveals reentrant
behavior at about 19 K followed by a smooth decrease
towards zero resistivity which is achieved only below

T¼0
 9 K [see Fig. 2(b)]. Figures 2(c)–2(f) compile
selected ac and dc magnetization data obtained with experimental configurations identical to those used for EuFe2 P2 .
The dc magnetizations at low fields, similar to those of
EuFe2 P2 , show two peaks for Hkab which are shifted
to lower temperatures [T1  19 K, T2  16:8 K; see
Fig. 2(c)]. A steep downturn occurs below 15 K for both
Hkc and Hkab magnetizations, which ends up in a diamagnetic signal for Hkc, indicating superconducting
shielding [see Fig. 2(d)]. As Hkab requires shielding currents perpendicular to the layers, the magnetization stays
positive. However, performing in-plane ac susceptibility
measurements with applied high dc fields Hkab [see
Fig. 2(e)] also reveals a diamagnetic in-plane shielding
signal if the dc field is large enough (*1 T) to saturate
the Eu2þ magnetism.
Repeated field cooled (FC) cycling again reveals a
time dependence of the magnetization with a negative
FCH  FCC difference below T < T2 characteristic of
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FIG. 2 (color online). EuFe2 ðAs0:835 P0:165 Þ2 . In-plane resistivity ab ðTÞ shows (a) linear temperature dependence at high
temperature and (b) reentrant superconductivity with onset


 22 K and zero resistivity T¼0
 9 K. ZFC (black
Tc;on
open squares) as well as FCC (filled brown dots) magnetization
shows for (c) Hkab (2 G) two magnetic transitions similar to
x ¼ 1:0 (T2 is indicated by a dashed blue line), with a steep drop
in the ZFC curve below 15 K (dotted grey arrow), which also
appears for (d) Hkc (dotted grey line), where negative magnetization is reached. (e) FC cycling reveals two time-dependent
glassy transitions, as FCH  FCC > at T < Tc;on and FCH 
FCC < at T < T2 . (f) Combining ac susceptibility measurements (drive 1 G, frequency 7 Hz) with high dc fields (100 G,
filled orange dots; 0.3 T, filled pink diamonds; 1 T, open purple
circles), negative magnetization is revealed for Hkab below
15 K (dotted grey line).

glassy magnetism, similar to that found in EuFe2 P2 [see
Fig. 1(c)]. We therefore conclude that superconducting
EuFe2 ðAs0:835 P0:165 Þ2 shows an analogous reentrant spin
glass behavior as EuFe2 P2 . The additional positive peak
in the FCH  FCC curve between 17 and 21 K could be
ascribed to vortex dynamics, as it coincides with the steep
initial decrease of the resistivity marking the onset of
superconductivity.
Phase diagram.—In order to follow compositional dependence of the two magnetic transitions consistently found
in EuFe2 P2 and EuFe2 ðAs0:835 P0:165 Þ2 , we have extended
our studies to EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 single crystals with x ¼ 0,
0.055, 0.09, 0.12, 0.16, 0.17, 0.26, 0.35, and 0.39 (see Fig. 3).
In all P substituted specimens, we observe two consecutive
magnetic transitions, which we ascribe, in analogy to the
previous sections, to a canted A-type antiferromagnetic
(AFM) transition with the Eu2þ spin components along
the c axis being ferromagnetically aligned below T1 ¼
TcAFM and to a glassy freezing of the spin components in
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FIG. 3 (color online). Phase diagram of EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 .
TcAFM (red dots) indicates a canted A-type antiferromagnetic
transition, with a ferromagnetic net component of the Eu2þ spins
along the c direction, Tglass (blue triangles) a spin glass transition
due to the freezing of the spins in the ab plane, and Tc;on the
onset of superconductivity (grey squares). Closed symbols indicate transition temperatures deduced from magnetization,
open ones temperatures deduced from resistivity measurements.
Shadowed lines are guides to the eye. The light grey area
indicates the onset of superconductivity, while bulk superconductivity is fully developed in the dark grey regime [12,36].
The right panel shows typical corresponding MðTÞ curves.
Nonsuperconducting x ¼ 0:09 (ZFC, open squares; FCC, pink
dots), superconducting x ¼ 0:17 (ZFC, open squares; FCC,
brown dots), as well as nonsuperconducting x ¼ 0:35 (ZFC,
open squares; FCC, orange dots) samples are selected. Arrows
indicate the transition temperatures for the antiferromagnetic
(solid red lines), spin glass (dashed blue lines), and superconducting (dotted grey line) phases.

the ab plane at T2 ¼ Tglass , with TcAFM > Tglass . In Fig. 3,
we have compiled the resulting magnetic phase diagram
together with the superconducting dome.
According to our investigations on single crystals, the
reentrant spin glass transition appears for all P substituted
specimens. The effect of chemical disorder of the As and P
anions on the RKKY exchange must be ruled out as the
origin of the glass transition since it also occurs in wellordered EuFe2 P2 crystals. We rather ascribe the glass
transition to competition of ferromagnetic interactions
within a layer with antiferromagnetic RKKY interactions
between neighboring layers.
The transition temperatures exhibit a nonmonotonic
behavior with P substitution. At low P concentration
0 < x & 0:12, the antiferromagnetic Eu2þ transition temperature follows the transition temperature of the spin
density wave. Coupling of the itinerant Fe magnetism
and the Eu2þ local spin moments was theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed by the increasing
canting of spins out of the ab plane concomitant with the
suppression of the spin density wave [22,24,32,33]. With
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increasing canting, the ferromagnetic component of the
Eu2þ along the c direction increases, and the competition
with the antiferromagnetic RKKY interaction between the
layers is enhanced, which finally leads to the development
of the spin glass phase. In the superconducting regime,
the transition temperatures vary only slightly with P concentration. When superconductivity is finally suppressed,
both transition temperatures T1 and T2 increase markedly,
probably due to a Lifshitz transition [34–36] which effects
the RKKY exchange.
Antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling developing up to
high P concentrations, as well as a rather narrow superconducting dome, are consistent with experiments on
EuFe2 As2 under pressure [17]. Between the concentrations
x  0:12 and x  0:26, the onset of a superconducting
transition is found, while fully developed bulk superconductivity occurs in an even narrower regime [12,36]. As
concluded previously, a Lifshitz transition near x  0:23
coincides with the upper limit of superconductivity
[34–36]. Investigations of polycrystalline samples, however, resulted in a somewhat broader dome extending to an
upper limit of x  0:4 [13,24]. The assignment of the
upper limit was based on the assumption that two subsequent resistivity anomalies seen in samples with x  0:4
indicate the onset of superconductivity succeeded by reentrance due to ordering of the Eu2þ spins. Our experiments
on single crystals rather indicate that these two anomalies
are purely of magnetic origin, as we do not see any
signature of superconductivity in our x ¼ 0:35 crystal
(see Fig. 3, right panel) [37].
The question of how bulk superconductivity can coexist
with Eu2þ magnetic ordering is quite fundamental and
requires the exact knowledge of the magnetic structure.
Consistent with Mössbauer and neutron powder diffraction
[20,24], the results of our experiments imply that a large net
component of the Eu2þ spins is ferromagnetically aligned
perpendicular to the layers. In addition, we find that glasslike dynamics and freezing of the in-plane component
develops below T2 , which destroys coherence between the
Eu layers. Superconductivity in the iron-based superconductors is commonly believed to take place mainly in the
FeAs layers. In this scenario, the inner field resulting from
the Eu2þ ferromagnetic component along the c axis could
be screened by the formation of spontaneous vortices perpendicular to the layers [15]. Together with the destroyed
coherence between the Eu layers due to the glass dynamics,
this scenario might be key to how superconductivity can
coexist with the usually strong Eu2þ magnetism. It will be
therefore very interesting to also investigate other Eu containing pnictides in more detail in order to understand
whether the glass phase is required for the existence of
superconductivity in these systems.
Conclusion.—EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 exhibits two consecutive magnetic transitions TcAFM > Tglass over the entire P
substitution range. From magnetization data, we identify
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the higher temperature transition as a canted A-type antiferromagnetic transition. The spin canting increases with P
substitution concomitant with the suppression of the spin
density wave, until the spins are aligned almost along the c
direction; i.e., ferromagnetic intralayer coupling competes
with antiferromagnetic RKKY interlayer coupling. This
causes glassy behavior of the spin components in the ab
plane at Tglass , evidenced by the characteristic frequencyand time-dependent response of the magnetization. Thus,
EuFe2 ðAs1x Px Þ2 is a reentrant spin glass and does not
sustain conventional antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic
Eu2þ magnetic ordering down to low temperatures.
Development of superconductivity is supported by the
decoupling of the magnetic Eu2þ layers.
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